Agenda
2019-20
September 23, 2019
Present Yourself:
Explore Your
Dispositions,
Preferences, and
Tendencies
October 21, 2019
Present to Your
Audience:
Discover Principles of
Adult Learning and
Brain Research

December 2, 2019
Present Your
Connection: Establish
Credibility and Rapport

|9:00 AM -12:00 PM|

|I S C B o a r d R o o m |

Examine your own beliefs and attitudes toward professional learning
Discover your own unique learning preferences, personality, presentation style, & voice
Realize the impact that your preferences have on others
Use your identity to govern yourself as a facilitator of adult learning
|9:00 AM -12:00 PM|

|ISC Board Room|

Distinguish how human memory systems work and how to use this to your advantage as
a presenter
Understand the principles of adult learning and their relevance to presenting information
to an adult audience
Apply current brain research and knowledge of adult learning to help you connect with
your audience
|9:00 AM -12:00 PM|

|ISC Board Room|

Demonstrate patterns of credibility and approachability
Explain how these patterns of communication influence thinking and increase levels of
participation
Practice patterns of rapport
Apply empathy insights to create an engaging and personalized learning experience

January 27, 2020
Present with Balance:
Task, Process, and
Group Development

|9:00 AM -12:00 PM|

|ISC Board Room|

Examine how to communicate and establish clear protocols for cognitive and
collaborative tasks
Learn to effectively balance task (outcomes), process (protocols), and group
development (relationship) while promoting maximum learning and optimal
participation
Examine how to recognize, process, and respond to a group’s nonverbal patterns
Learn to anticipate resistance, recognize receptivity, and choreograph facilitation
moves that support group dynamics

February 24, 2020

|9:00 AM -12:00 PM|

|ISC Board Room|

Present Your Ideas:
Examine ways to plan effectively and efficiently
Designing, Crafting, and Understand key components of presentation structure, including effective visuals
Branding Your
Learn to develop the core/main point(s) of a presentation in order to provide clarity for
Presentation
an audience
Embed technology to enhance your presentation

CFISD Presenter Institute (CPI)

Agenda
2019-20
March 23, 2020
Present with Skill: Be
Present and in the
Moment

|9:00 AM -12:00 PM|

|I S C B o a r d R o o m |

Exercise skills for listening to and acknowledging when participants speak including how
to paraphrase and ask thinking questions
Determine skills for responding to participant’s comments and questions
Extend participant learning in an emotionally safe environment

April 27, 2020
Present with Grace:
In the Moment
Recovery Techniques

May 18, 2020
Present Your All:
Culminating
Presentation
(lunch included)

|9:00 AM -12:00 PM|

|ISC Board Room|

Demonstrate recovery strategies with grace and maintain credibility and rapport
Understand group dynamic, response, and reaction
Define and determine shifts in patterns of delivery
|9:00 AM -2:00 PM|

|ISC Board Room|

Present information relevant to an area of interest
Apply competencies developed throughout Presenter Institute
Reflect on your own personal learning

Extend Your Learning
Present Your Feedback: Attend and analyze the presentation of others through a critical lens based on
competencies from the Presenter Institute
Analyze Outside
Presentation
Effectively reflect on how these observations inform your delivery
Present Your Learning:
An Independent
Journey

Select a topic relevant to your area(s) of interest

Present with Mastery:
Read and Reflect

Discover the seven essential abilities of effective presenters

Propose a plan to demonstrate your learning
Design a 5-7 minute presentation highlighting key attributes of your new learning

Gain expert insights in order to lead learning for adults with ease and confidence

CFISD Presenter Institute (CPI)

